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Abstract
What is it that unifies the control task
in all its manifestations, from the ther-
mostat to the operator of a nuclear
power plant? At the same time, how
do we explain the variety of the solu-
tions that we see for the task? I pro-
pose a Knowledge Level analysis of
the task which leads to a task-structure
for control. Differences in availability
of knowledge, the degree of compila-
tion in the knowledge to map from ob-
servations to actions, and properties re-
quired of the solutions together deter-
mine the differences in the solution ar-
chitectures. I end by discussing a
number of heuristics that arise out of
the Knowledge Level analysis that can
help in the design of systems to control
the physical world.

What Is the Knowledge Level?
By now most of us in AI know about the

Knowledge Level proposal of Newell [Newell,
81]. It is a way of explaining and predicting the
behavior of a decision-making agent without
committing oneself to a description of the
mechanisms of implementation. The idea is to
attribute to the agent a goal or set of goals and
knowledge which together would explain its
behavior, assuming that the agent is abstractly a
rational agent, i.e., one that would apply an item
of relevant knowledge to the achievement of a
goal. Imagine the following conversation be-
tween a guest and a host at a house party:

G: Why does your cat keep going into the
kitchen again and again?

H: Oh, it thinks that the food bowl is still
in the kitchen. It doesn’t know I just
moved it to the porch.

The host attributes to the cat the goal of satisfy-
ing its hunger, and explains its behavior by
positing a (mistaken) piece of knowledge that

the food is in the kitchen. That the cat would
naturally go to the kitchen under these condi-
tions seems reasonable to the host and pre-
sumably to the guest. When people talk this
way, they are not asserting that the neural stuff
of the cat is some kind of a logical inference
machine working on Predicate Calculus expres-
sions. It is simply a useful way of setting up a
model of agents and using the model for ex-
plaining their behavior. The attributions of the
goal and knowledge can be changed on the basis
of further empirical evidence, but the revised
model would still be in the same language of
goals and knowledge.

The Knowledge Level still needs a represen-
tation, but this is a representation that is not
posited in the agent, but one in which outsiders
talk about the agent. Newell thought that logic
was an appropriate representation for this pur-
pose, leaving open the possibility of other lan-
guages also being appropriate in some circum-
stances. Newell used the phrase "Symbol
Level," to refer to the representational lan-
guages actually used to implement artificial
decision agents (or explain the implementation
of natural agents). Logic-based languages,
Lisp and FORTRAN, neural net descriptions,
and even Brook’s subsumption architectures are
all possible Symbol-Level implementations for
a given Knowledge Level specification of an
agent.

The Control Problem at the
Knowledge Level

Consider the following devices and control
agents: the thermostat, the speed regulator for
an engine, an animal controlling its body during
some motion, the operator of a nuclear power
plant, the president and his economic advisors
during the task of policy formulation to control
inflation and unemployment, and a major corpo-
ration planning to control its rapid loss of mar-
ket share. All these systems are engaged in a
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"control" task, but seem to use rather different
control techniques and architectures. Is this
similarity in high-level description just a conse-
quence of an informal use of words in our natu-
ral language, or is it an indication of some im-
portant structural similarity that can have useful
technical consequences7 Formulating the con-
trol problem at the Knowledge Level can help
us to see what makes these problems similar,
and, at the same time, to explain the widely
divergent implementations of the systems that I
listed. Fig. 1 is a brief description of the control
problem at the Knowledge Level.

Control Agent C,
System to be controlled S, state
vector s, goal state G, defined as a
wff of predicates over compo-
nents of s,
Observations O,
Action repertoire A,
The Task:. Synthesize action se-
quence from A such that S reaches
G, subject to various performance
constraints (time, error, cost, ro-
bustness, stability, etc.)

In fact, control in this sense in-
dudes a good part of the general
problem of intelligence.

Fig. 1. The control task at the Knowledge Level

In order to see how different control tasks dif-
fer in their nature, thus permitting different
types of solutions, we need to posit a task
structure [Chandrasekaran, et al, 1992] for it.
The task structure is a decomposition of the task
into a set of subtasks, and is one plausible way
to accomplish the goals specified in the task
description. Fig. 2 describes a task structure for
control.

Basically, the task involves two important
sub_m__ sks: using O, model S and generate a con-
trol response based on the model. Both of these
tasks could use as their subtask a prediction
component. Typically, the modeling task would
use prediction to generate consequences of the
hypothesized model and check against reality to
verify the hypothesis. The planning component
would use prediction to check whether the plan

would generate the intended behavior given the
model.

¯ Common subtasks:
Build a model of S using O
(The general version of the problem
is abductive explanation: from per-
ception to scientific theory formation
are examples of this.) The task might
involve prediction as a subtask.

,, Create a proposed plan to move S
to G
(The general version of the problem
is one of synthesis of plans.)

- Predict behavior of S under plan
using model
(In general, simulation to analysis
may be invoked.)

, Modify plan

Fig. 2. The task-structure of control

Every control system need not do each of the
tasks in Fig. 2 explicitly. It is hard to build ef-
fective control systems which do not use some
sort of observation to sense the environment, or
which do not make the generation of the control
signal or policy depend on the observation.
Many control systems can be interpreted as per-
forming these tasks implicitly. The prediction
subtask may actually be skipped altogether in
certain domains.
The variety of solutions to the control problem

arises from the different assumptions and re-
qniremeats under which different types of solu-
tions are adopted for the subtasks, resulting in
different properties for the control solution as a
whole.

As I mentioned, at one extreme, the subtasks
may be done implicitly, or in a limited way that
they only work under certain conditions. At the
other extreme, they may also be done with ex-
plicit problem solving by multiple agents
searching in complex problem spaces. And of
course there are solutions of varying complexity
in between.

The Thermostat, the Physician and the
Neural Net Controller

Consider a thermostat (C in Fig. 1) For this
system, S is the room, s consists of a single state
variable, the room temperature, G, the goal state
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of S, is the desired temperature range, O is the
sensing of the temperature by the bimetallic
strip, and A consists of actions to turn on and off
the furnace, the air-conditioner, the fan, etc.

The modeling subtask is solved by directly
measuring the variable implicated in the goal
predicate. The model of the environment is
simply the value of the single state variable, the
temperature, and that in turn is a direct function
of the curvature of the bimetallic strip.

The curvature of the strip also directly de-
termines when the furnace will be turned on and
off. Thus the control generation subtask is
solved in the thermostat by using a direct rela-
tion between the model value and the action.
The two subtasks, and the task as a whole, are
thus implemented by a direct mapping between
the observation and the action.

Because of the extreme simplicity of the way
the subtasks are solved, the prediction task,
which is normally a subtask of the modeling and
planning rusks, is skipped in the thermostat.

The control architecture of the thermostat is
economical and analysis of its behavior is trac-
table. But there is also a price to pay for this
simplicity. Suppose the measurement of tem-
perature by the bimetallic strip is off by 5 reg.
The control system will systematically mal-
function. A similar problem can be imagined
for the control generation component. A larger
control system consisting of a human problem
solver (or an automated diagnostic system) 
the loop may be able to diagnose the problem
and adjust the control behavior. This approach
increases the robustness of the architecture, but
at the cost of increased complexity of the
modeling subtask.

Now consider the task facing a physician (C):
controlling a patient’s body (S). Various
symptoms and diagnostic data constitute the set
O. The therapeutic options available constitute
the set A. The goal state is specified by a set of
predicates over important body parameters, such
as the temperature, liver function, heart rate,
etc.

Consider the model-making subtask. This is
the familiar diagnostic task. In some instances
this problem can be quite complex, involving
abductive explanation building, prediction, and
so on. This process is modeled as problem space
search. The task of generating therapies is
usually not as complex, but could involve plan

instantiation and prediction, again tasks that are
best modeled as search in problem spaces.

Why can’t the two subtasks, modeling and
planning, be handled by the direct mapping
techniques that seem to be so successful in the
case of the thermostat? To start off, the number
of state variables in the model is quite large,
and the relation between observations and the
model variables is not as direct in this domain.
It is practically impossible to so instrument the
body that every relevant variable in the model
can be observed directly. With respect to plan-
ning, the complexity of a control system that
maps directly from symptoms to therapies -
some sort of a huge table look-up - would be
quite large. It is much more advantageous to
map the observations to equivalence classes -
the diagnostic categories - and then index the
planning actions to these equivalence classes.
But doing all of this takes the physician far
away flom the strategies appropriate for the
thermostat.

As a point intermediate in the spectrum be-
tween the thermostat, which is a kind of reflex
control system, and the physician, who is a de-
liberative search-based problem solver, consider
control systems based on PDP-like (or other
types of) neural networks. O provides the inputs
to the neural net, and the output of the net
should be composed from the elements of the
set A. Neural networks can be thought of as
systems that select, by using parallel techniques,
a path to one of the output nodes that is appro-
priate for the given input. The activity of even
multiply layered NN’s can still be modeled as a
selection of such paths in parallel in a hierarchy
of pre-enumerated and organized search spaces.
This kind of connection finding in a limited
space of possibilities is why these networks are
also often called associative. During a cycle of
its activity, the net finds a connection between
actual observations and appropriate actions.
This behavior needs to be contrasted with a
model of deliberation such as Soar [Laird, et al,
1987] in which the essence of deliberation is
that traversing a problem space and establishing
connections between problem spaces are them-
selves subject to open-ended additional problem
solving at run time.

The three models that we have considered so
far - the thermostat, neural net controllers, and
deliberative problem search controllers - can be
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compared along different dimensions as fol-
lows.

Speed Robustness tractability"

Reflex fast low easy
NN’s medium medium medium
Delib. slow potentially low
engines high*’
*: tractability of analysis
**: depending on availability of knowledge

Table 1: Tradeoff between different kinds of
control systems along different dimensions

By robustness in Table 1 I mean the range of
conditions under which the control system
would perform correctly. The thermostat is
unable to handle the situation where the as-
sumption about the relation between the curva-
ture of the strip and the temperature was incor-
rect. Given a particular body of knowledge,
deliberation can in principle use the deductive
closure of the knowledge base in determining
the control action, while the other two types of
control systems in the Table use only knowl-
edge within a fixed length of connection chain-
ing. Of course, any specific implementation of
problem space search may not use the full
power of deductive closure, or the deductive
closure of the knowledge available may be un-
able in principle to handle a given new situa-
tion.

The control systems in Table 1 are simply
three samples in a large set of possibilities, but
selected because of their prominence in biologi-
cal control models. The reflex and the NN
models more commonly used in the discussion
of animal behavior and human motor control
behavior, while deliberation is generally re-
stricted to human control behavior where prob-
lem solving plays a major role. Engineering of
control systems does not need to be restricted to
these three families. Other choices can be made
in the space of possibilities, reflecting different
degrees of search and compilation.

Sources of Power
I have been involved, over the last several

years, in the construction of AI-based process
control systems and also in research on causal
understanding of devices. I have also followed
the major trends in both control systems theory
- much of which carried on in a mathematical

tradition that different from the one that is
prevalent in AI - and attempts to understand
biological control. My own research has been
motivated by trying to understand some of the
pmgmatics of human reasoning in prediction,
causal understanding and real-time control. I
have catalogued - and I will be discussing in
the rest of the paper - a set of heuristics that I
characterize as sources of power that biological
control systems use. These ideas can also be
used in the design of practical control systems,
i.e., they are not intended just as explanations of
biological control behavior. I do not intend
them to be an exhaustive list, but as examples of
heuristics that may be obtained by studying the
phenomenon of control at an abstract level.
These heuristics do not depend on what imple-
mentation approaches are used in the actual
design - be they symbolic, connectionist net-
works or fuzzy sets.

Integrating Modules of Different Types

We have identified a specmma of controllers: at
one end ate fast-acting controllers, but with
very circumscribed ability to link up observa-
tions and actions; and at the other, slow delib-
erative controllers which search in problem
spaces in an open-ended way. Biological con-
trol makes use of several controllers from dif-
ferent places in the spectrum. How the control-
lers are organized so as to make the best use of
them is expressed as Heuristic 1.

Heuristic 1. Layer the modules such that the
faster, less robust modules are at the lower lev-
els, and slower, more robust models are on top
of them, overriding or augmenting the control
provided by the lower level ones. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.

Deliberation I :_ A

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::e

::iN~!i!i::ii::i::i::iiiiiiiiiiiiii
i~iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiii!!i!i!!!i!i!!!?!!iIde

The three modules above are biologically motivated.
Engineering systems do not need to be resb’ieted to
these three layers predsely.

Fig. 3. Layering of modules
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Many control systems in engineering already
follow this heuristic. For example, process en-
gineering systems have a primary control layer
that directly activates certain important controls
based on the value of some carefully chosen
sensors. In nuclear power plants, the primary
cooling is activated instantly as soon as certain
temperatures exceed preset thresholds. In addi-
tion, there are often additional controllers that
perform more complex control actions, some of
them to augment the control actions of the
lower level modules. When humans are in the
loop, they may intervene to override the lower
level control actions as well. In general, emer-
gency conditions (say in controlling a pressure
cooker or driving a car) will be handled by the
lower level modules. In the case of driving a
car, making hypotheses about the intentions of
other drivers or predicting the consequences of
a route change would require the involvement
of higher-level modules performing more com-
plex problem solving.

In addition to overriding their controls as ap-
propriate, the higher level models can influence
the lower level modules in another way. They
can decompose the control task and pass on to
the lower modules control goals at a lower level
of abstraction that the lower-level modules can
achieve more readily. For example, the delib-
erative controller for robot control may take the
control goal of "boiling water" (say, the robot is
executing an order to make coffee) and decom-
pose it into control goals of "reaching the stove"
and "turn the dials on (or off)". These control
goals can be achieved by motor control pro-
grams by using the more compiled techniques
similar to those in neural and reflex controls.

Real-time control

The next set of heuristics are important for the
design of real-time control systems and are
based on ideas discussed in [Chandrasekaran, et
al, 1991].

Control with a guarantee of real-time per-
formance is impossible. Physical systems have,
for all practical purposes, an unbounded de-
scriptive complexity. Any set of measurements
can only convey limited information about the
system to be controlled. This means that the
best model that any intelligence can build at any
lime may be incomplete for the purpose of ac-
tion generation. No action generation scheme

can be guaranteed to achieve the goal within a
given time limit, whatever the time limit. On
the other hand, there exist control schemes for
which the more time there is to achieve the ac-
tions, the higher the likelihood that actions can
be synthesized to achieve the control goals. All
of this leads to the conclusion that in the control
of physical systems, the time required to assure
that a control action will achieve the goal is
unbounded.

The discussion in the previous paragraph
leads to two desiderata for any action generation
scheme for real-time control.
Desiderata:

¯ 1. For as large a range of goals and situa-
tions as possible, actions need to be gener-
ated rapidly and with a high likelihood of
success. That is, we would like as much of
the control as possible to be reactive.

¯ 2. Some provision needs to be made for
what to do when the actions fail to meet the
goals in the time available, as will inevita-
bly happen sooner or later.

Desideratum 1 leads to the kind of modules at
the lower levels of the layering in Fig. 3. The
following Heuristics 3 and 4 say more about
how the modules should be designed.

Heuristic 2. Design sensor systems such that
the system to be controlled can be modeled as
rapidly as possible.

As direct a mapping as possible should be
made from sensor values to internal states that
are related to important goals (especially threats
to important goals). Techniques in the spirit of
reflex or associative controls could be useful
here. In fact, any technique whose knowledge
can be characterized as "compiled," in the sense
described in [Chandrasekaran, 1991], would be
appropriate. However, there is a natural limit to
how many of the situations can be covered in
this way without an undue proliferation of sen-
sors. So only the most common and important
situations can be covered this way.

Heuristic 3. Design action primitives such
that mapping from models to actions can be
made as rapidly as possible.

Action primitives need to be designed such
that they have as direct a relation as possible to
achieving or maintaining the more important
goals. A corresponding limit here is the prolif-
eration of primitive actions.
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Let us discuss Heuristics 2 and 3 in the con-
text of some examples. In driving a car, the
design of sensor and action systems has evolved
over time to help infer the most dangerous
states of the model or the most commonly oc-
curring states as quickly as possible, and to help
take immediate action. If the car has to be
pulled over immediately because the engine is
getting too hot - and if this is a vital control
action - install a sensor that recognizes this
state directly. On the other hand, we cannot
have a sensor for every internal state of interest.
For example, there is no direct sensor for a
worn piston ring. That condition has to be in-
ferred through a diagnostic reasoning chain,
using symptoms and other observations. Simi-
laxly, as soon as some dangerous state is de-
tected, the control action is to stop the car.
Applying the brake is the relevant action here,
and cars are designed such that this is available
as an action primitive. Again, there are limits on
the number of action primitives that can be
provided. For example, the control action of
increasing traction does not have a direct con-
trol action associated with it. A plan has to be
set in motion involving a number of other con-
trol actions.

Desideratum 2 leads to the following heuristic.
Heuristic 4. Real-control control requires a
framework for goal-abandonment and substitu-
tion. This requires as much pre-compilation of
goals and their priority relations as possible.

As we chive a car and note that the weather is
getting bad, we often decide that the original
goal of getting to the destination by a certain
time is unlikely to be achieved. Or, in the con-
trol of a nuclear power plant, the operator’s at-
tempts to achieve the goal of producing maxi-
mum power in the presence of some hardware
failure might not be bearing frniL In these
cases, the original goal is abandoned and substi-
tuted by a less attractive but more achievable
goal. The driver of the car substitutes the goal
of getting to the destination an hour later. The
power plant operator abandons the goal of
power production, and instead pursues the goal
of radiation containment.

How does the controller pick the new goal? It
could spend its time reasoning about what goals
to substitute at the least cost, or it could spend
the time trying to achieve the new goal, what-
ever it might be. In many important real-time

control problems replacement goals and their
priorities can be pre-compiled. In the nuclear
industry, for example, a prioritized goal strut-
tare called the safety function hierarchy is
made available in advance to the operators. If
the operator cannot maintain safe power pro-
duction and decides to abandon the production
goal, the hierarchy gives him the appropriate
new goal. We acquire over time, as we interact
with the world, a number of such goal priority
relations. In our everyday behavior, these rela-
tions help us to navigate the physical world in
close to real time almost always. We occa-
sionally have to stop and think about which
goals to substitute, but not often.

Qualitative reasoning in prediction

The last set of heuristics that I will discuss
pertain to the problem of prediction. Prediction,
as I discussed earfier, is a common subtask in
control. Even if a controller is well-equipped
with a detailed quantitative model of the envi-
ronment, the input to the prediction task may be
only qualitativet. Of course, the model itself
may be partly or wholly qualitative as well. de
Kleer, Forbus and Knipers have all proposed
elements of a representational vocabulary for
qualitative reasoning and associated semantics
for the terms in it (see [Forbus, 1988] for a re-
view of the ideas). The heuristics that I discuss
below can be viewed as elements of the prag-
matics of qnalitative reasoning for prediction.
Whatever framework for qualitative reasoning

one adopts, there will necessarily be ambiguities
in the prediction due to lack of complete infor-
marion. The ambiguities can proliferate expo-
nentially.

How do humans fare in their control of the
physical world, in spite of the fact that qnalita-
rive reasoning is a veritable fountain of ambi-
guities? I have outlined some of the ways in

’ I am using the word "qualitative" in the sense
of a symbol that stands for a range of actual
values, such as "increasing," "decreasing," or
"Large." It is a form of approximate reasoning.
The literature on qualitative physics uses the
word in this sense. This sense of "qualitative"
should be distinguished from its use to stand for
"symbolic" reasoning as opposed to numerical
calculation. The latter sense has no connotation
of approximation.
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which we do this in [Chandrasekaran, 1992].
The following simple example can be used to
illustrate the ways in which we manage.

Suppose we want to predict the consequences
of throwing a ball on a wall. By using qualita-
tive physical equations (or just commonsense
physical knowledge), we can derive a behavior
tree with ever-inerea~ing ambiguities. On the
other hand, consider how human reasoning
might proceed.

1. If nothing much depends on it, we
just predict the fLrSt couple of bounces and then
simply say, "it will go on until it stops."

2. If there is something valuable on the
floor that the bouncing ball might hit, we don’t
agonize over whether the ball will hit it or not.
We simply pick out this possibility as one that
impacts a "Protect valuables" goal, and remove
the valuable object (or decide against bouncing
the ball).

3. We may bounce the ball a couple
of times slowly to get a sense of the its elastic-
ity, and use this information to prune some of
the ambiguities away. The key idea here is that
we use physical interaction as a way of making
choices in the tree of future states.

4. We might have bounced the ball
before in the same room, and might know f~m
experience that a significant possibility is that it
will roll under the bed. The next time the ball is
bounced, this possibility can be predicted with-
out going through the complex behavior tree.
Further, using another such experience-based
compilation, we can identify the ball getting
crushed between the bed and the wall. This
possibility is generated in two steps of predic-
tive reasoning.

5. Suppose that there is a switch on the
wall that controls some device, and that we un-
derstand how the device works. Using the idea
in 2 above, we note that the ball might hit the
switch and turn it on and off. Then because we
have a functional understanding of the device
that the switch controls, we will be able to make
rapid predictions about what would happen to
the device. In some cases, we might even be
able to make precise predictions by using avail-
able quantitative models of the device. The
qualitative reasoning identifies the impact on
the switch of the device as a possibility, which
then makes it possible for us to deploy addi-
tional analytic resources on the prediction
problem in a highly focused way.

The above fist is representative of what I mean
by the pragmatics of qualitative reasoning,
which are the ways in which we manage to
control the physical world well enough, in spite
of the qualitativeness inherent in our reasoning.
In fact, we exploit qualitativeness to reduce the
complexity of prediction (as in point 5 above).
The list above leads to the following heuristics.

Heuristic 5. Qualitative reasoning is rarely
carried out for more than a very small number
of steps.

Heuristic 6. Ambiguities can often be re-
solved in favor of nodes that correspond to
"interesting" possibilities. Typically, interest-
ingness is defined by threats to or supports for
various goals of the agent.

Additional reasoning or other forms of verifi-
cation may be used to check the occurrence of
these states. Or actions might simply be taken to
avoid or exploit these states.

Heuristic 7. Direct interaction with the physi-
cal world can be used to reduce the ambiguities
so that further steps in prediction can be made.

Heuristic 7 is consistent with the proposals of
the situated action paradigm in AI and cognitive
science.

Heuristic 8. The possibility that an action
may lead to an important state of interest can be
compiled from a previous reasoning experience
or stored from a previous interaction with the
world. This enables the states to be hypothe-
sized without the agent having to navigate the
behavior tree generated from the more detailed
physical model.

Heuristic 9. Prediction often has to jump
levels of abstraction in behavior and state repre-
sentation, since goals of interest occur at many
different levels of abstraction.

Compiled causal packages that relate states
and behaviors at different levels of abstraction
are the focus of the work on Functional Repre-
sentations, which is a theory of how devices
achieve their functionality as a result of the
functions of the components and the structure of
the device. Research on how to use this kind of
representation for focused simulation and pre-
diction is reviewed in [Chandrasekaran, 1994].

Concluding Remarks
The reader will note that, as promised by the

use of the term "Knowledge Level" in the title,
I have avoided all discussion on specific repre-
sentational formalisms. I have not gotten in-
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volved in the debates on fuzzy versus probabfl-
istic representations, linear control versus non-
linear control, discrete versus continuous con-
trol and so on. All of these issues and tech-
nologies, hnportant as they are, still pertain to
the Symbol Level of control systems. The
Knowledge Level discussion enabled us to get
some idea both about what unifies the task of
control, and about the reasons for the vast dif-
ferences in actual control system design strate-
gies. These differences are due to the different
consmunts on the various substasks and differ-
ent types of knowledge that are available. We
can see an evolution in intelligence from reflex
controls which fix the connection between ob-
servations and actions through progressively
decreasing rigidity of connection between ob-
servations and actions, culminating in individ-
ual or social deliberative behavior which pro-
vides the most open-ended way of relating ob-
servatious and actions. I also discussed a num-
ber of biologically motivated heuristics for the
design of systems for controlling the physical
world and illustrated the relevance of these
heuristics by looking at some examples.
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